Faulhaber has launched a 22-mm DC-micromotor with integrated CANopen
motion controller. The motor complies with the CiA 402 profile for drives and
motion controllers.

(Photo: Faulhaber)

CANopen

The world’s smallest motion controller

T

he Faulhaber Group specializes in the development,
production, and deployment of high-precision miniaturized and miniature drive systems, servo components,
and drive electronics with up to 200 W of output power.
This includes putting into effect customer-specific packaged solutions as well as an extensive range of standard
products, such as brushless motors, DC-micromotors,
stepper motors, encoders, precision gearheads, and
speed/motion controllers. The company comes with 1700
staff members and its trademarks are recognized worldwide in complex and demanding application areas – in
medical technology, automatic placement machine, precision optics, telecommunications, aviation and aerospace,
and robotics, for example. From microdrives with 1,9 mm
diameter up to the powerful 44-mm brushless motor that
can be combined with various precision transmissions, the
company offers dependable system solutions for a multitude of applications.
From the DC motor with a continuous torque of
200 mNm to the filigree Microdrive with an outer diameter of 1,9 mm, the Faulhaber standard range can be combined in more than 25 million different ways to create the
optimum drive system for a particular application. At the
same time, this “construction kit” is the basis for modifications, which allows the user to configure special versions.
high performance single axis motion controllers with the
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benefits of brushless DC servomotors to provide a large
portfolio of integrated motor controllers, whether configured as stand-alone single axis positioning drives or integrated into a multi-axis CANopen network. It offers products ranging from 22 mm to 35 mm, a nominal voltage of
24 V, an a continuous output from 18 mNm to 96 mNm. The
brushless drive with 22-mm housing provides the smallest
integrated CANopen motion controller of the world. It fully
supports CiA 402 – the CANopen device profile for drives
and motion control. Any number of axes can be driven
synchronously. Besides CANopen, the motion controllers

Figure 1: The latest generation of motion controllers in its
housing with four plug connections (Photo: Faulhaber)
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offer EIA-232. Operation of higher-level controllers such
as PLCs and easy networking via dynamic PDO mapping
is favored in particular for networked applications in factory automation and industrial machinery. The standardized protocol with corresponding device profiles enables
the synchronous control of several axes in a convenient
and reliable manner. The drives on the field bus level,
meaning the motion controllers and the motors connected
to them, can be configured as before with the Software
Motion Manager by Faulhaber.

Drive technology in a networked industry
Pressure to reduce costs, the requirement for short startup and stop times of machinery, and a heterogeneous
training level for machine operators mean that electrical
drive systems need to be extremely user-friendly. Users
expect easy operation and flexible interfaces in order to
ensure that communication in the automation network is
problem-free, and the possibility of synchronizing several
axes in a practice-orientated way. The motion controllers
for a new generation by Faulhaber meet these requirements and therefore pave the way for intelligent drive systems in the direction of networked industry.
Drive technology plays an important role within the
context of networked industry; after all, automation is not
possible without a driving force. For motors and drive electronics, the new approach has far reaching consequences:
decentralized intelligence and the capacity for real-time
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communication with higher level process control technology via field bus systems such as CANopen and flexibility
in usage applications are today's requirements for cuttingedge drive systems.
Like the existing products and the products that
continue to be available, generation V 3.0 is coordinated
not limited to them. New devices can be integrated into
varied environments via interfaces such as CANopen,
EIA-232, USB, or Ethercat. For start-up a user software
is available; the electrical connection is made easier by a
consistent plug concept and a full set of accessory lines.
There is a more powerful programming environment for
the applications and autarkic usage areas without higher
level controller that dominate the market to date.
Furthermore, hardware and software offer further
possibilities when necessary and can also be adapted
as before to customer specifications.
As the tasks and operation environments of
micromotors and the associated controllers are very
complex and varied three different device customizations
are available: the MC 5005, MC 5010, and MC 5004
motion controllers. The MC 5005 and MC 5010 with
housing and plug connectors are designed for use in
switch cabinets or in devices. In addition, the products can
be mounted both directly as well as using installation aids
such as top-hat rail adapters, for convenient installation.
The MC 5004 motion controller is designed for use in
existing housing as an open plug-in card. An optionally
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CANopen
Figure 2: Three device variants for different applications
are available (Photo: Faulhaber)

Figure 3: Motion control system with integrated motor and
controller (Photo: Faulhaber)

respective motor type can be adjusted on the
MC 5010, MC 5005, and MC 5004 motion controllers. The
user can therefore freely select whether a DC-micromotor, a brushless DC-servomotor, or a linear DC-servomotor should be actuated. The corresponding motor on the
other hand is already preconfigured at the factory for the
integrated servo drive of the motion control system series.
Either position, speed, or current (torque or power) can
then be controlled. The CSP (cyclic synchronized position),
CSV (cyclic synchronized velocity), and CST (cyclic synchronized torque) modes that are normally used for synchronized operation of multiple axes are also supported
when doing this.
Alternative point-to-point movements to the dynamics of the application can be adjusted via the integrated
profile generator, so even complex profiles are feasible.
Automated operating procedures
However, position, speed, or current can also be controlled via analog specifications independent from the field
The Motion Manager version 6 is presented with a new
bus. Diverse variants for reference drives are available via
the reference and limit switch. For the first time, referencfor free. Functions such as the graphical analysis of intering on a mechanical stop is integrated as a standard as
nal signals have been further developed. A software oscilwell. Furthermore, the dynamics are increased compared
loscope for processes directly in the controller, as well as
to previous products due to a new control
other functions via graphical dialogues, is
structure. Thermal models provide motor
now also directly available. Initial start-up
winding and power electronics particularly
is completed within five minutes because
in high-dynamic operation to protect the
of the assistant functions for connection
motors and the electronics.
establishment, motor selection, and conTwo encoder interfaces are now availtroller configuration. Further graphical diaable as standard with the motor interface
logs support the user with the fine-tuning of
and can be connected to the optical and
the application and when testing the differincremental encoder, absolute encoder
ent operating modes. Diagnostic functions
(12-bit AES/BiSS, 12-bit SSI) or the digimake continuous monitoring of the drive
tal and analog Hall sensors in the motor.
possible. The connection to the motion
The resolution of the Hall sensors is 4096
controller and the motion control system is
increments per revolution, i.e. also 12 bits.
possible via CANopen, USB, or EIA-232.
In addition, analog or PWM signals can
Operating procedures such as for start-up
also be used as position and speed feedor for periodic tests can be automated via
back. Two sensors can also be used to
Visual Basic. Project administration is also
detect the speed and position separately.
new, which combines the settings and data
The motion controllers of generaof a new drive into one project file and thus Figure 4: The Software
tion Version 3.0 offer three to eight digisimplifies versioning and maintenance.
Motion Manager 6 enables
tal inputs as standard; two flexible analog
The functions integrated into the access to the settings
inputs, and two digital outputs can be used
controllers make it easier for the user and parameters of the
to handle the technology and create connected controller (Photo: which can also directly control an optionally connected holding brake. Another
flexible
potential
applications.
The Faulhaber)
available motherboard makes it possbile to get started in
multi-axis applications.
All three versions use the same technology basis,
offer the same interfaces options, the same operating philosophy, and the same functionality. Thus, there is a suitable solution for many applications and users from completely different areas can profit from the connection
options, operating modes, and control options. Motion control systems as servomotors with integrated motion controller are already pre-configured and make use directly in
the automation environment possible. They are connected
via round connectors as per industry standards. A modular system makes it possible to integrate diverse brushless
DC servomotors into standardized housing.
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reference encoder for positioning settings (gearing mode)
can also be connected via the inputs or a pulse/dir signal for setting the position. Alternatively, the movement of
the drive can be synchronized to an ongoing movement
via the reference encoder and the touch-probe input.
Configuring the set point is possible via CANopen, USB
interface, discrete inputs/outputs, or sequential programs.
Thereby, up to eight sequential programs written in Basic
can be saved in the motion controllers; one of which can be
selected as an auto-start option.

CANopen networked
The series offers a total of four interfaces for different tasks.
For example, configuration occurs via the USB interface.
CANopen and EIA-232 are provided as default connection to the automation technology. The following applies:
All functions and operating modes are available via all

Figure 5: With only 22 mm in diameter, Faulhaber
presents a complete system made of brushless DC
servomotors and the CANopen motion controller (Photo:
Faulhaber)
interfaces and the configuration is based on the CiA 402
profile. However, the Ethercat interface is not integrated

CAN Newsletter Online
The CAN Newsletter Online sister publication provides brief
product-related information. For more details please visit
www.can-newsletter.org.
Hanover Fair 2016

Motion controllers for
micromotors
At the Hanover Fair, Faulhaber presents its
micromotors and come with a CANopen interface.
Read on

32-mm motor available
in two CAN versions
Two companies, Faulhaber (Germany) and
Technosoft (Switzerland), have developed
the Imot32xx FM-Cat motor. It was developed for speed and
position control and features a diameter of 32 mm.
Read on

22-mm DC servomotor
complies with CiA 402

footprint and consumes some more energy compared to
the CANopen variant.
The motion controllers are designed for industrial
use. The housing versions fulfill the requirements of
protection class IP40, the motion control systems fulfill
the requirements of protection class IP54. The housed
controllers are designed for a motor supply of 0 V to 50 V;
the voltage supply for the electronics is between 12 V
and 50 V. The continuous current is specified at 5 A
and 10 A, whereby peak currents of 15 A and 30 A are
possible. The controllers are suitable for a speed range
of 0 revolutions per minute to 30 000 revolutions per
minute (motors with sinus commutation) and 0 revolutions
per minute to 60 000 revolutions per minute (motors with
block commutation). Thus, intelligent drive systems are
available for diverse applications, which can be integrated
into modern automation landscapes and are easy to
operate.

Faulhaber (Germany) has introduced
a series of brushless DC servomotors
with an integrated motion controller. The CANopen devices
with a minimum length of 49,6 mm are suitable for multi-axis
applications. The motors provide stall torque ranging from 57
mNm to 346 mNm.
Read on

Unit for brushless DC motors
with CANopen
ERL Elektronik (Germany) released their
Multidrive box for applications, that require
several accurate and small drives. It comes with a CANopen
interface.
Read on

Airborne wind energy system
uses CAN drives
Concentrated photovoltaic as well as
concentrated solar power systems make
use of sun tracking technologies. Some of these tracking control
systems are based on CAN networks connecting motors and
sensors.
Read on
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